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On the ‘—Weak Law of Large Numbers 
in the Incomplete Tensor Product of W*-algebras

Abstract. The sequence of operators A„ of the form l®—®l®4j®l®... is *-
weak convergent if and only if the sequence of values i(X.) converges for some normal normed 
state

Let At, for each positive integer t, be a W*-algebra with the normal normed 
oo

state Oj. Denote by A the incomplete tensor product 0(A,,o,) [1]. Assume that,

for t € N, Ai is a self-adjoint element of A, and consider the sequence of elements of 
A of the form

(1) Ai — li ® lj ®... ® Ai ® li+i ® ...

(where ly denotes the identity in Aj) and the sequence of the corresponding mean- 
values

(2)

Assume that the sequence of norms of A, is bounded, i.e. there exists M such that 
IIA;|| < M for any positive integer ». We say that, for the sequence Ai (or A,), the 
-weak law of large numbers holds if the sequence ip(A„) converges for any normal 

normed state on A.
The aim of the paper is to show that, for the sequence A,, the ‘-weak law of large 

numbers holds if and only if the sequence </>(A„) converges for some normal normed 
state on A. This fact can easily be deduced from the following

Theorem . Let </>, t/> be two normal normed states on A. Then

(3) lim |4>(An) - V»(A„)| =0 .
n—»oo

. Proof. Consider first the case when <j> and ip are product states in A, i.e.' there
exists a sequence of states </>, and t/>, on A,, respectively, such that <p = 0 fa, ip = 

•=i
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(9)

oo
0 It is well known that every A, can be represented as the operator algebra 
1=1
acting in some Hilbert space Hi in such a way that there exist in each Hi unit vectors 
Xi and y, such that and ifa can be represented as the pure states given by x, and t/i, 
respectively. The fact that there exist products of and on the same incomplete 
tensor product of Ai means that U ~ (x«>!/i)l < °°> [1]> and, by [2], we have
that

(4) lira ¿ |1 - (xi,y,)| = 0 .
»—*oo n •=i

On the other hand, for any unit vectors (, 7 in some Hilbert space 1C and for x € B(IC), 
we have

(5) 2|1 - (6 n)| > 2 - 2Re(t l) = IK ~ ill’ »

and hence,

(6) ltf.*«)-(l»*w)l = K6*<)-(l.»<) + (l.»«)-(’b*w)l
= 1« ~ 1>x<) + (l, *(€ “ l))l < 2||x|| |K - ill 
<2v^||x|| |1-«,1)|1/2.

OO OO
Using the inequality and putting x = 0 x,, y = 0 we have 

•=i «=i

(7) |^(An)-V>(A„)| = |(x,Anx)-(f,Any)|

- ~ 52 IteMiSi) “ (ViMiV.)l ° «=1
<2vz2Mi£|l-(xi,yj)|1/2.

71 i=l
So, in the case considered, we have proved that

|^A.)-^(A„)|

tends to zero.
Assume now that is a pure state generated by a vector x which is a linear 

combination of pairwise orthogonal product vectors in A, i.e. that <t> is of the form

(8) * = 52
>=i

where all are product vectors lying in A.
Now,

- ^(A.) - £ |<?|2((x>, A.*,) - (V, A„y)]

+ 52ar«»>(x,',A„x>) .
z
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The first sum in (9) tends to zero by the first part of the proof. The convergence of 
the second sum to zero can be obtained by Lemma 2.2. in [3].

Now, we consider the case when $ is an arbitrary pure state on A, i.e. there 
exists a unit vector x in £ such that = (Ax,x). Evidently, x can be written as

(10) * = £«>e

>=»

where all & are as in (8), and

(11) f>/ = i- 

>=i

Decompose now x into two sums

(12) x = Ytaie+ £

>“1 >=k+l

and consider x as a linear combination of two vectors with norm one, say

(i3) 57 aj^ —
>=»

and
oo
57 °}(3=c*7t. 

>t+i
where

(14) bk =

Then we can calculate

(15) l^(A„)-V-(An)| = |(x,A„x) -(„, £.!/)|
6il(£*, Anpk) - (v,X>!/)| + |(WtiX,cvn)|

+ I(cfc7t, A„6t7t)| + |(ct7t,A„c*7t)|
&il(&,-i„&) - (y, A„y)|+4Aic* .

Since, for a sufficiently large k, ct is so small as we want, the proof in the case 
considered is finished.

Assume now that <j> is quite arbitrary, i.e. is a convex combination of pure 
states, say, .

OO oo
<f> = 57 ’ 57 m»= i •

1=1 1=1

(16)
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We have

oo
(17) W£») - - V>(£»))|

lal
oo /

< J2m,|^(Xn) - V’Mn)! = 52mi|^i(A„)-^(A„)| 
i—1 i=l
OO

+ ^2 •
i=j+i

The first sum can be arbitrarily small for large n, the second - for large I.
Repeating the same considerations for the state if>, we obtain that |^>(An)—V>(An)|

tends to zero for any states So, the sequence <£(An) is convergent if and only if 
any sequence 4>{An) is convergent. This ends the proof.
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